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AUGUST 2018

*************** ***************
*for each word, find a word that sounds the same 
but is spelled differently-- “A” words for August

1.  AD
2. AID
3.  AIL 
4.  AISLE 
5.  ATE 
6.  ARC 
7.  AUGHT 
8.  AURICLE
9.  AWAY 
10. ALTAR 
11. AUNT
12. AXEL

ROSH CHODESH by Dina Coopersmith
*excerpt from Aish.com

The first commandment the Jews were given as a people
is the mitzvah of Rosh Chodesh, the New Month.

“And God said to Moses.. in the land of Egypt…
This month is for you, the head of the months. First it is
for you among the months of the year.” (Exodus 12:1-2)

The Jewish nation was told while still in Egypt that
the month of Nissan, the month in which they would be
leaving Egypt, should be their month, and that from now
on, they, as a nation, have a responsibility to count the
months and create a uniquely Jewish calendar based on
the lunar year.

It is essential for the moon to be our determining
factor in setting up our calendar instead of the sun. The
unique feature of the moon is that it appears to us to wax
and wane, to disappear and reappear, to grow, diminish,
and grow again. It is also the smaller of the two
luminaries.

Whereas the sun is the symbol of unchanging
nature, the moon changes and it seems to be telling us
something. You can be small and you can diminish until
you almost disappear, but then, when things look their
darkest, hope springs eternal. Human beings have free
will and therein is their power of renewal—an ever-present
struggle against the steady, cyclical, repetitive and
predictable march of time and nature.

The Jewish people are compared to the moon.
Though they are small, and suffering has been an integral
part of their history among the nations, the Jew knows
never to give up. As an individual and as a nation, he will
rise up and again and light up the night.

SUMMER MUSINGS

“Oh the summer night, has a smile of  
light, and she sits on a sapphire 
throne.”

-- Bryan Procter

“To plant a garden is to believe in 
tomorrow.”

-- Audrey Hepburn
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S U M M E R

*excerpted from 
Jewlarious.com

IF YOU ONLY KNEW
A little Jewish grandmother gets on the crowded bus in Jerusalem and discovers that she does not have the correct change.  The bus 
driver tries to be firm with her, but she places her hand delicately over her chest and murmers, “If you knew what I had, you’d be nicer 
to me.”  He caves in and lets her ride for free.
She tries to push her way down the aisle, but people won’t move over for her. She finally places her hand over her chest and whispers, 
“If you knew what I had, you’d be nicer to me.”  In sympathy, the crowd parts like the Red Sea.
Next she gets to the back of the bus, where there are no seats. She looks directly at several people, trying to urge them to offer their 
seat, but no one obliges. Once again she places her hand over the chest and states, “If you knew what I had, you’d be nicer to me.”  In 
response, several people jump up and insist that she sit down and ride in comfort.
Finally a woman who had been watching all this leaned over and said to the old lady, “I know this is none of my business, but what do 
you have anyway?”
The little Jewish grandmother smiled and declared, “CHUTZPAH, of course.”

Answers to PERFECT PAIRS 1. ADD 2. AIDE 3. ALE 4. ISLE/I’LL 5. EIGHT 6. ARK 
7.OUGHT 8. ORACLE 9. AWEIGH 10. ALTER  11. ANT  12. AXIL/AXLE
Answers to Summer Trivia: 1. b 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. b

1. The English word summer developed from which Germanic word?
a. zimer b. sumaraz c. sama
2.Summer Solstice occurs on what 2-sequential days?
a. 6/20-21                                       b. 7/14-15                                       c. 8/9-10
3.Which is the most traditional birthstone for August?
a. diamond                                  b. topaz                              c. peridot

4.On August 9, 1944 the U.S. was introduced to which mascot? 
a. Woodsy Owl                              b. Smokey Bear                      c. Sanitary Sam
5.In the U.S., which is the most popular selling grilling meat during the summer?
a. hot dogs                                    b. hamburgers               c. chicken
6.Which does not take place in summer?
a. National Ice Cream Month       b. National Barbecue Month      c. National Watermelon Month
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ROSH CHODESH by Dina Coopersmith

*excerpt from Aish.com

The first commandment the Jews were given as a people is the mitzvah of Rosh Chodesh, the New Month.



      	“And God said to Moses.. in the land of Egypt… This month is for you, the head of the months. First it is for you among the months of the year.” (Exodus 12:1-2)



	The Jewish nation was told while still in Egypt that the month of Nissan, the month in which they would be leaving Egypt, should be their month, and that from now on, they, as a nation, have a responsibility to count the months and create a uniquely Jewish calendar based on the lunar year.



	It is essential for the moon to be our determining factor in setting up our calendar instead of the sun. The unique feature of the moon is that it appears to us to wax and wane, to disappear and reappear, to grow, diminish, and grow again. It is also the smaller of the two luminaries.



	Whereas the sun is the symbol of unchanging nature, the moon changes and it seems to be telling us something. You can be small and you can diminish until you almost disappear, but then, when things look their darkest, hope springs eternal. Human beings have free will and therein is their power of renewal—an ever-present struggle against the steady, cyclical, repetitive and predictable march of time and nature.



	The Jewish people are compared to the moon. Though they are small, and suffering has been an integral part of their history among the nations, the Jew knows never to give up.  As an individual and as a nation, he will rise up and again and light up the night.

SUMMER MUSINGS



“Oh the summer night, has a smile of light, and she sits on a sapphire throne.”

            -- Bryan Procter



“To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.”

	-- Audrey Hepburn
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SUMMER



*excerpted from Jewlarious.com

IF YOU ONLY KNEW

A little Jewish grandmother gets on the crowded bus in Jerusalem and discovers that she does not have the correct change.  The bus driver tries to be firm with her, but she places her hand delicately over her chest and murmers, “If you knew what I had, you’d be nicer to me.”  He caves in and lets her ride for free.



She tries to push her way down the aisle, but people won’t move over for her. She finally places her hand over her chest and whispers, “If you knew what I had, you’d be nicer to me.”  In sympathy, the crowd parts like the Red Sea.



Next she gets to the back of the bus, where there are no seats. She looks directly at several people, trying to urge them to offer their seat, but no one obliges. Once again she places her hand over the chest and states, “If you knew what I had, you’d be nicer to me.”  In response, several people jump up and insist that she sit down and ride in comfort.



Finally a woman who had been watching all this leaned over and said to the old lady, “I know this is none of my business, but what do you have anyway?”



The little Jewish grandmother smiled and declared, “CHUTZPAH, of course.”

Answers to PERFECT PAIRS 1. ADD 2. AIDE 3. ALE 4. ISLE/I’LL 5. EIGHT 6. ARK 7.OUGHT 8. ORACLE 9. AWEIGH 10. ALTER  11. ANT  12. AXIL/AXLE

Answers to Summer Trivia: 1. b 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. a 6. b

1. The English word summer developed from which Germanic word?

a. zimer                                          	b. sumaraz    		                  	c. sama

2.Summer Solstice occurs on what 2-sequential days?

a. 6/20-21                                       	b. 7/14-15                                       	c. 8/9-10

3.Which is the most traditional birthstone for August?

 a. diamond                                  	b. topaz                              		c. peridot

4.On August 9, 1944 the U.S. was introduced to which mascot? 

a. Woodsy Owl                              	b. Smokey Bear                           	c. Sanitary Sam

5.In the U.S., which is the most popular selling grilling meat during the summer?

a. hot dogs                                    	b. hamburgers               		c. chicken

6.Which does not take place in summer?

a. National Ice Cream Month       	b. National Barbecue Month       		c. National Watermelon Month
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